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To promote national governance, China and Russia carried out large-scale
government reform in transition period. This thesis attempt to build a historical and
comparative institution analysis frame, and carry on a empirical research that illustrate
the strategic evolution, reform process, reform effect of China and Russia’s
government reform through historical and comparative institution analysis. And
finally this thesis will conclude government reform experiences of China and Russia
on the above basis.
The motivations of government reform of the two countries include structural
factors and behavior factors, the former includes transition model, basic national
conditions, political system, economic system, social change and international
competition etc; the latter includes political leader’s strategic choice. Above
mentioned motivations constitute the initial conditions of government reform,
initial conditions are the historical sources of government institutional change,
determining the value orientation, targets, specific contents, radical extent of
government reform. Both of China and Russia’s government reforms basically
experienced three phases: market-oriented government reform, deepen and adjustment
of government reform, and build service-oriented government. China and Russia’s
government reforms have special theoretical basis, official guidelines are the core of
government reform. However, western government reform theories also exert
important influences to China and Russia. Guided by reform theories, governments of
China and Russia draw up reform strategies. Their reform strategies are guided by
government functions, however, because of giant differences in transition process,
Russia’s reform strategies experienced huge mutation, on the contrary, reform
strategies of China have strong historical continuity.
Government organization reform, intergovernmental relations reform and
transformation of government functions constitute the main themes and contexts of
government reform of China and Russia, the three intertwine together. Function
oriented government reforms realized institutional change’s self evolution guided by
formal institution design. However, it is also deeply restricted by initial conditions and
initial institution design, forming institutional path dependence. Meanwhile, two
countries’ government institution change is influenced deeply by different exogenous













forming diversity institutional evolution on the transverse and longitudinal. The goal
of organization reform is improving government’s organization efficiency, eliminating
the organizational foundation of “Zheng shi bu fen” and “Zheng she bu fen”, and
providing material carrier for transformation of government functions. Organization
reform realized organization downsizing and optimal allocation of government
functions in some extent, but it still has great room for improvement. The overall tone
of intergovernmental relations reform is decentralization from top to bottom, both of
two countries’ reform displayed two different phases. In the first phase, both of them
made large efforts to carry out decentralization reform, Russia’s overall
decentralization strategy created a so called unbalanced federalism, leading to the
decline of central government’s authority. The overall feature of decentralization
reform of China is political centralism and financial federalism. Although the
decentralization reform of the two countries in the first phase made very different
influences to economic and social development, both of them led to the expansion of
local forces, then threaten central government’s power and authority. So, in the second
phase, both China and Russia carried out selective re-centralization reform, enhancing
central government’s political control to local government. The goal of transformation
of government functions is relaxing government regulations, responsing people’s
livelihood demands. China and Russia governments carried out reforms in some key
fields, such as state own enterprise reform, strengthening the government's macro
regulation and control and market supervision, building public financial system that
incline to social functions, decentralizing to market and society and process
reengineering. These reforms initially realized the transformation from regulated
government to management government and service-oriented government, and
increasingly stimulated the vigor of market, society, enterprises and citizens.
Both China and Russia’s government reform have achieved great governance
success, conversely, government reform’s success or not is determined by governance
performance. Although government reform is not the only variable that affects
national governance, it obviously the most important one. Because government is the
most important body of state governance, government reform naturally determines the
governance quality. Russia experienced a transformation from weak state governance
model of Yeltsin period to strong state governance model of Putin. Differently from
Russia, China government moderately carried out decentralization reform in one hand,













could concentrate resources to accomplish large undertakings. Integrate some
governance indicators that suggested by scholars and academic institutions, the thesis
compares two states’ governance performance comprehensively, including overall
performance, political performance, economic performance, social performance
and environmental protection performance. Two states’ government reforms
accumulate abundant experiences and lessons. The basic one is that government
reform is a key link of Institutional transition. Government reform of transition
countries is to follow some rules, these rules are summed up in a continuing process
of trial and error. Meanwhile, China and Russia’s government reform are lack of
matching reform measures, resulting in limited effectiveness of the reform. Compared
with the western developed countries, China and Russia’s government own
outstanding features, and also have many noteworthy drawbacks. Look forward to the
future, China and Russia’s government reforms have to gradually transit to
governance-oriented from function-oriented, and then transit to democracy-oriented
and rule of law-oriented, making the government more open and inclusive, and finally
build a modern government with moderate power and strong governance capability.
We conclude that China and Russia’s government reform shaped a typical model,
this paper calls it limited “government and effective government”. However, both of
the two states’ governments still have some drawbacks: firstly, two states’
governments’ ability of organizing and managing the state is still not very high;
Secondly, they didn’t have historical continuity on ideology and institutions, and also
didn’t have unique qualities; Thirdly, they didn’t follow some common law of
government reform, such as rule of law and democratization.
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